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Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 Navigate to https://www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/inventor-
professional .

 Create an account with AutoDesk.

 Return to the aforementioned page.

 Enter your system settings and software you want to to download.

 Run the installer.

 Follow the steps to download.

 Run the installer software you downloaded. Should be called setup.exe.

 Select which additional programs you want to install (many are ancillary).

 Enter “Serial Number” and “Product Key” from your emails.

 Make sure to sign in to AutoDesk Inventor when you load it.

https://www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/inventor-professional


Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 Enter this search quarry into Google if you want FREE software!



Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 This is the link you are going to want to find.

 It should be one of the first links available.

 https://www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/inventor-professional

Should be the first result?

https://www.autodesk.com/education/free-software/inventor-professional


Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 This is what the page will look like when you click the link.

Step one: 

sign in/create account



Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 Your educational role is probably a student if you are viewing this 

presentation.

 I’m not sure if the installation is different if you shoes another role.

Step one: 

sign in/create account



Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 Your educational role is probably a student if you are viewing this 

presentation.

 I’m not sure if the installation is different if you shoes another role.

Step one: 

sign in/create account



Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 You must install Inventor on a windows operating system.

 I use AutoDesk 2017, but the 2019 version is now available.

Step two: 

Set up download

SAVE THESE NUMBERS!
I’m not giving you mine, sorry…



Installing AutoDesk Inventor

 Select “Browser Download” to begin loading the installer onto your device.

 Once it opens you should be able to follow the directions to finish installing.

 For more help, visit this instructional video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMVJfEktocI

Step three: 

Download!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMVJfEktocI


Concepts of CAD

 At its most basic level, CAD is a means of communication between your 

imagination and a computer.

 CAD works by making 2D sketches have depth, or a 3rd dimension.

 Base shapes are extruded or revolved to produce a 3D shape.

 Just like geometry class!

 Imagine looking at a 3D shape from one side, one of its faces.



Concepts of CAD

 Base Shapes vs. Nets and “combining faces”

 It is much easier to create objects using base shapes than it is nets.



Navigating Inventor

 Learn the layout of the AutoDesk Inventor homepage.

 Recent documents can be accessed by going to the “home” tab (bottom of 

workspace).

 Appear in chronological order of last opened.

 You can pin projects/files for easy access.

 Creating new files:

 Create new parts, assemblies, drawings, or presentations through shortcuts.

 Opens the part with ”default settings” (can be changed, but inches is the standard).

 Change the units of a part by using a different template.



Navigating Inventor

 This is the “homepage”…

 You can always get back to here by clicking the home on the tools bar.

 The shortcuts make creating new files easier.

Tools

Shortcuts

Recent Items



Navigating Inventor

 To pin items for easier access, you click the “pin” icon in the upper right 

hand corner of the graphic.

Pinned Items



Navigating Inventor

 To create a new file, you can also click the “new” icon is the tool bar.

 This provides you with a blank template for your file.



Navigating Inventor

 Shortcuts and the standard for AutoDesk Inventor will create parts for based 

in the customary system – in inches.

 For metric needs, select one of the metric templates.



Creating Parts

 Opening up a blank template.

 Create a 2D sketch.

 Use sketching tools to create geometry.

 Finishing sketches.

 Making sketches have a third dimension.

 Extruding or revolving.

 Finishing parts.

 Fillets.

 Exporting files.



Creating Parts

 This is the basic view of a part.

 Top: the tool bar and all of your options when creating models.

 Left: the workflow section (shows what you have done).

Tool Bar

Workflow



Creating a 2D Sketch

 How to create a sketch on a plane.

 Understanding all the tools to make geometry.

 Lines, Circles, Arcs, and Rectangles.

 Variations of all these are available, but more complicated to use.

 These are the basics.

 How to access the shortcut menu.

 Selecting a plane to create your sketch on.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Click “Start 2D Sketch” in the tool bar (upper left)

 There is an option in the dropdown for 3D sketch, this is for advanced users and 

has very limited applications for FTC.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Select a plane to begin sketching on (click on the edge). 

 These planes should automatically appear if it is the first sketch you are creating.

 It will highlight in white when you can select it.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 What the sketching homepage looks like.

 Notice “Sketch 1” has been added to the workflow.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Right clicking will open the shortcut menu.

 Here you can find shortcuts to certain functions.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Find all of your sketching tools under the “create” section of the tool bar.

 You wont need much else besides the “line” tool here.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Find all of your sketching tools under the “create” section of the tool bar.

 Under “circle” there is a variety of different ways to draw a circle or ellipse.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Find all of your sketching tools under the “create” section of the tool bar.

 Under “arc” there is a variety of different ways to draw an arc.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Find all of your sketching tools under the “create” section of the tool bar.

 Under “rectangle” there is a variety of different options for drawing different 

types of geometry.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Sketching a square.

 Give dimensions to geometry as you sketch.

 Adding other features to a sketch.

 Making sure the new geometry is “fully constrained”

 How to add dimensions between features.

 Finishing a sketch.

 Resizing and manipulating the viewing screen.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Select “Rectangle” then select the origin.

 Drag in any direction to begin making a shape.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 The highlighted dimension (blue) can be changed to whatever size is desired

 Simply type in a number.

 Use Tab to switch between dimensions.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 When you switch between dimensions, it locks the other one so it doesn’t 

drag out of place.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Click once more to finish creating a shape.

 Notice the comment “fully constrained” in the bottom right corner. This means 

that Inventor can confirm where all of the geometry is and can automatically 

make updates.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Select “Circle” then select any point in the sketching plane.

 Drag in any direction to begin making a shape.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Enter a dimension and click to place the shape.

 Notice the green color of the circle. This means it is not constrained. 

 Notice in the bottom right it now says “2 dimensions needed”.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Double clicking on a dimension opens it so you can edit the measurement.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Select “dimension” to add a dimension to your sketch. You need two points 

of reference.

 Select the center of the circle first.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Pick your second point of reference.

 Click the vertical edge of the square and drag up.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Click to place the dimension.

 Enter a value for the dimension.

 Notice in the bottom right, “1 dimension needed.” 



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Repeat these steps, this time selecting the bottom edge of the square

 Now the circle that we drew is “fully constrained” and has turned purplish-

blue again.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Now that we have completed drawing, we can finish the sketch and return 

to modeling.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 Oh no! We can’t see our sketch!

 To resize the viewing screen we can use the cube in the top right corner.

 Select the corner of the cube.



Creating a 2D Sketch

 There we go! We made a sketch.



Extrusions

 Giving parts a third dimension by extruding.

 Extruding is extending a shape 

 How to extrude:

 Select extrude.

 Pick a profile to extrude.

 Select a type of extrusion (add, cut, etc.)

 Give the extrusion a dimension.



Extrusions

 Click “extrude.”

 This is the extrude window.

 You can select profiles, solids, parameters, dimensions, and actions.



Extrusions

 Select “profile” so you can chose what you want to extrude.

 There is a light gray tint over profiles that you can extrude. Geometry separates 

the different profiles in a sketch. 



Extrusions

 Give the object a dimension now.

 Chose direction of extrusion, type of measurement/constraint, and value of 

measurement. 



Extrusions

 Edit dimension and finish extrusion.



Extrusions

 Now we have a solid body.

 Notice “Sketch 1” changes to “Extrusion 1” in the workflow.

 Since it is outside our viewing frame we should resize the screen again.



Extrusions

 Clicking the small home near the viewing cube will go to the same vantage point.

 Scrolling zooms in or out.

 Clicking and dragging will move the frame.

 Holding shift and using the center wheel button gives you control over viewing angle.



Modifying Sketches

 How to edit a sketch using the workflow.

 Editing a sketch changes the features that are based on it.

 If “fully constrained” it will automatically update dependent features.

 Using constraints to define geometry.

 Creates a different type of relationship between shapes.

 Using midpoints rather than dimensions to define relationships.

 Constraints allow you to easily change geometry and have Inventor 

automatically update your features.



Modifying Sketches

 By clicking the dropdown next to “Extrusion 1” you can find the sketch it is 

based on.

 Notice the sketch is grayed out. This means visibility is turned off. Right click and 

check “visibility” to turn back on. Double click to edit.



Modifying Sketches

 Double Clicking “Sketch 1” will bring you back to edit sketch mode.

 Notice “Extrusion 1” is grayed out, hidden for now. It will update once the sketch 

has been finished again.



Modifying Sketches

 Double clicking the dimension will allow you to edit it.



Modifying Sketches

 Double clicking the dimension will allow you to edit it.



Modifying Sketches

 Even though the dimensions have been changed, the circle didn’t move. 
Before it was in the center of the square.

 This is because the circle is constrained based on dimensions.

 Click “finish sketch.”



Modifying Sketches

 When the sketch was finished, Inventor automatically applied the extrusion 

we made before.

 If we want the circle to remain in the center we are going to have to draw the 

sketch in a different way.



Modifying Sketches

 Double click “Sketch 1” to edit again.

 Hold control and click on both of the dimensions constraining the circle.

 Press delete to remove them (or right click and select delete).



Modifying Sketches

 We still need two dimensions to constrain the circle…



Modifying Sketches

 Let’s do this using constraints this time.

 Select point and hover over the top edge of the square.

 Notice the point appears yellow.



Modifying Sketches

 Slide the mouse right until the point snaps to a location and turns green.

 If you place the point here, it will be understood as a midpoint on the top edge.

 Regardless of the dimension the point will always be ag the midpoint.



Modifying Sketches

 Click once to place the point.

 Then repeat these steps to place a midpoint on the left-hand edge.



Modifying Sketches

 Select a constraint from the constrain section of the tool bar.

 This command makes lines horizontal or vertical or makes points be constrained 

relative to each other.



Modifying Sketches

 Select “Vertical Constraint” from the constrain section of the tool bar.

 This command makes lines vertical or constrains points such that the vertical 
lines coincident with them are colinear. 

 Select the point in the middle of the circle.



Modifying Sketches

 Click the midpoint on the top edge that we placed earlier.



Modifying Sketches

 See how the circle snaps so that it is directly below the midpoint?

 If you click and drag, you’ll see that the circle can only move up and down on 

this imaginary vertical line.



Modifying Sketches

 Select “Horizontal Constraint” from the constrain section of the tool bar.

 This command makes lines horizontal or constrains points such that the 
horizontal lines coincident with them are colinear. 

 Select the point in the middle of the circle.



Modifying Sketches

 Click the midpoint on the left-hand edge that we placed earlier.



Modifying Sketches

 These two constraints were enough to fully constrain the circle.

 We can now finish the sketch.



Modifying Sketches

 Now our solid has the hole in the center of the object again.



Modifying Sketches

 If we open the sketch back up and modify the dimension (double click to 

edit), you can see how the circle will always stay at the midpoint of the top 

edge.



Modifying Sketches

 See? Isn’t that helpful.



Adding Features

 Create new sketches on solid bodies.

 Project geometry.

 Add a feature using extrusions.

 Select the cut command and use it to remove parts of the solid.

 Edit features by changing values within an extrusion.

 Modifying dimensions or type of extrusion.



Adding Features

 Click “Start 2D sketch” to begin a new sketch.

 Select a face that you want to begin a sketch on.



Adding Features

 Select ”Project Geometry” from the create section of the tool bar.

 Project geometry applies pre-existing lines, curves, points, etc. to the sketch you 

are in. 



Adding Features

 Hover over the face you want to project.

 The lines the project geometry command will use highlight in white.

 Click to select and project the geometry.



Adding Features

 All projected geometry appears yellow in sketches.

 Select “finish sketch” to exit.



Adding Features

 Now that we have made a quick sketch, we can add a feature.



Adding Features

 Click “extrude” and then select the profile that we just sketched.

 Let’s change the type of extrusion we make now.



Adding Features

 Change the type of extrusion to “cut”

 This removes part of the solid body instead of adding to it.

 Switch the direction of the cut so it removes part of the solid body.



Adding Features

 Hit “okay” and observe the results.

 Notice a second extrusion has been made in the workflow.



Adding Features

 Now let’s edit the feature.

 Right click on “extrusion 2” in the workflow and click on “edit feature”.

 This opens the extrusion commands.

 Change the distance by entering a new value.



Adding Features

 Click “okay”.

 Now we have edited a feature. 

Ignore that…



Revolutions

 Creating different types of features, specifically revolutions.

 Creating a new sketch. 

 Projecting geometry that we need for a revolution

 Begin revolution command.

 Change type of revolution.

 Set parameters for the revolution.



Revolutions

 Select “Start 2D sketch” and select a plane to begin working on.



Revolutions

 Select “Project Geometry.”

 Click on the different profiles and lines that you want to project.

 For a revolution, we need a profile and an axis.



Revolutions

 Finish the sketch so we can begin a revolution.



Revolutions

 Select “Revolve”.



Revolutions

 Select “Profile”.

 Now choose the part of the sketch that you want to revolve.



Revolutions

 Select “Axis”.

 Now choose the axis that you want to revolve the profile around.



Revolutions

 Now we need to change the parameters of the revolution.

 Click the dropdown to open it.



Revolutions

 Change the extent from “Full” to “Angle”.



Revolutions

 Notice how the revolution now needs an angular measurement. We can use 

this to control how much the profile will be revolved around the axis we 

selected.



Revolutions

 Change the value of the angle to any desired amount.

 90 degrees is the default for a angular revolution.



Revolutions

 Select ”okay”.

 Notice “Revolution 1” in the workflow. We can use this to modify our part.

 Now we have our part!



Finishing Parts

 Adding fillets.

 Gives your part a nice aesthetic.

 Helps for 3D printing. 3D printers have a hard time with sharp corners.

 We typically use 0.05” fillets on the edges of our 3D printed parts

 Exporting your file.

 Export as a .STEP. Any CAD or 3D modeling software can open a .STEP file.

 Export as a .STL. This is the type of file a 3D printer can work with.

 Saving your file.

 You don’t want to lose it, do you???



Finishing Parts

 Select “fillet”.

 Fillets add curves to edges to make parts smoother.

 Big enough fillets can add structural stability.



Finishing Parts

 Select the edges you want to fillet.

 We usually select every fillet unless there are circumstances in which we 

wouldn’t want one.



Finishing Parts

 Once every fillet is selected, click the check mark.



Finishing Parts

 Now our part is completely finished.



Finishing Parts

 Click “file” to open up the options.

 First we will go through exporting your part.



Finishing Parts

 Select “export” then ”CAD Format”.



Finishing Parts

 Change the type of file we are exporting the file as.

 First we will click the dropdown.



Finishing Parts

 Change from the default “AutoCAD DWG File” to “STEP File”.

 STEP files are compatible across CAD software.



Finishing Parts

 OR change from the default “AutoCAD DWG File” to “STL File”.

 STL files are compatible with 3D printers.

 When exporting for 3D printers, make sure you export in the same units that your 
3D printer needs. Click the options button on this window to change.



Finishing Parts

 To save a file:

 Click “file”.

 Select “Save” or “Save as”.



Finishing Parts

 It is worth mentioning that creating parts can be a lot simpler than we just made it.

 Having a plan or idea about what you want to make the part look like can save time when 
modeling.

 This sketch will produce the exact same part that we just made in one step. Granted, the 
sketch is more complicated, but it uses the same tools explained above to create.



Assemblies

 Assemblies are where you can model out your robot.

 Basic assembly functions:

 Placing parts.

 Orienting parts with the origin.

 Constraints.

 Time saving tips:

 Copy-paste.

 Planning out constraints before you make them.



Placing Parts

 Place a part using the “place” command.

 Open a part from a library.

 Orient the part by rotating before placing.

 Place the part and exit the command.

 Setting up your first part.

 Grounding to prevent movement.

 Or constrain it to the origin planes. 

 This helps with viewing the part.

 Viewing options.

 Visibility so you can see through parts.



Placing Parts

 Click here to open the basic assembly template.

 Just like in creating parts you could go to “New” in the upper left.



Placing Parts

 This is the blank assembly template.

 Place allows you to open up a part you have already made.

 Create will allow you to make a part (just like the first section of this tutorial) 

inside the assembly itself.



Placing Parts

 This is the window that appears when you select place.

 KNO3 has a shared part library set up for CAD. You can set one up in your 

documents.

 You can place any .ipt or .asm file from your documents.



Placing Parts

 Selecting a file will pull up a preview of the part.

 Click open to start the place command.



Placing Parts

 Notice the place command is highlighted still, this means it is still active.

 The coordinate axis help you place the part.



Placing Parts

 Right click to open the shortcut menu.

 Select “home view” to get a better perspective of the part.



Placing Parts

 Now use the scroll wheel to zoom in and out until you can see the whole 

part.



Placing Parts

 To make assembling parts easier, you can rotate them before placing them 

down.



Placing Parts

 Right click to open the shortcut menu.

 Use the rotate commands to orient the part as desired.

 Rotate Y 90 degrees.



Placing Parts

 Now let’s flip the channel over.

 Notice the axis move with the part, this is because you are rotating the part 

based on its own geometry. Not that of the assembly itself.



Placing Parts

 Right click to open the shortcut menu.

 Select Rotate Z 90 degrees to rotate it.

 Repeat this process to rotate a total of 180 degrees.



Placing Parts

 Now that the part is in the orientation that we want it, we can place it.

 Left click to place.



Placing Parts

 We placed the part… but “Place” is still highlighted?



Placing Parts

 Move the mouse. The place command allows you to place multiple of the 

same part.

 If you want to place more just keep on left clicking.

 Otherwise, we can end the command.



Placing Parts

 Right click and select “ok”.

 “Ok” will always confirm actions and end the command where as “apply” will 

confirm and let you continue to work with that command.



Placing Parts

 The place command closed.

 In the workflow you can see a part appeared.



Placing Parts

 To move the part around you can click, hold, and drag.



Placing Parts

 Often things move around a lot in assemblies. This being said its better to 

keep your model still.



Placing Parts

 Select the part (left click – highlights deep blue).

 Right click to open the shortcut menu.

 Select “grounded” to make the part rigid and immobile. 



Placing Parts

 The small pin icon signifies the part is grounded. 

 When grounding parts, there is no guarantee the object is at the origin of the 

assembly.



Placing Parts

 Another way to fix your first part is to constrain it to the origin. 



Placing Parts

 Select the three planes, right click, check “visibility”. This allows us to 

constrain the Actobotics channel to them.



Placing Parts

 Before we can constrain the channel to the origin we need to un-ground the 

channel so it can be moved.

 First select the channel; then right click. Unselect “grounded”.



Placing Parts

 Now we can apply a few constraints.

 This is the most used tool in assemblies.



Placing Parts

 In the constrain window we have a bunch of options.

 You can select what type of constrain to make, specify directionality, create an 

offset, and choose features to constrain.



Placing Parts

 You need to select the mate constraint (first one).

 This will allow you to “bond” two faces together or make two axis colinear.

 Notice you are choosing your first selection now.

 Hover over the channel and click.



Placing Parts

 Selection two is now highlighted and the face you chose in your first 

selection is highlighted as well.



Placing Parts

 So now we can choose a second face to constrain the channel to.

 Hover over the XY plane and notice it’s boarder turns white and a small arrow 

appears.

 Notice the direction of the arrow… click to select. 



Placing Parts

 This is a preview of the constrain you are about to make. Since we specified 

a mate constraint rather than a flush constraint, the little arrows we saw 

earlier were made to point towards each other.

 This is what caused the flip of the channel.



Placing Parts

 A simple fix to this problem we encountered (Objects randomly flipping) is 

to change the constraint from a mate to a flush.

 Click flush.



Placing Parts

 Now that the constraint looks right, we can click apply to confirm the 

action.



Placing Parts

 Repeating this process two more times for the other two planes will lock the 

channel in place.



Placing Parts

 First we can select the bottom face of the channel.

 Hover over, notice the direction of the arrow, select.



Placing Parts

 Now the XZ plane.

 Hover over, notice the direction of the arrow, select.

 Since the arrows are already pointing toward each other, a mate will work better 

for this application. 



Placing Parts

 Since the preview looks good, we can apply the constraint.



Placing Parts

 One more time.

 Hover over the YZ plane, notice the direction of the arrow, select.



Placing Parts

 This time instead of changing the type of constraint, we can choose an 

appropriate face such that the mate constraint will work for our needs.

 The face you shoes is dependent upon the direction of the arrow that appears.

 Select the end of the channel.



Placing Parts

 Click ”Ok” to exit the constraint command and confirm.



Placing Parts

 Now that the part is locked down, we can go ahead and turn off the 

visibility of the origin planes.

 Just like turning them on. Select, right click, un-check visibility.



Placing Parts

 Something else we can do to parts in assemblies is modify their visibility.

 Select the part (left click), then open the shortcut menu (right click).

 Un-check visibility.



Placing Parts

 Oh no! It’s gone!

 Turning visibility back on is easy.

 Find the part in the workflow and right click.



Placing Parts

 Click visibility to turn it back on.



Constraining Parts Together

 Placing multiple parts into an assembly.

 Constraining parts together.

 Using axial mate constraints and mate constraints together to model parts as if you 

were building with them.

 Use the insert command to save time.

 How to use the angular constraint command.

 Modeling a robot using CAD.

 Adding more parts in to simulate parts of a robot.

 Offset commands, and creating a negative offset.

 Combining different constraints to build a robot.



Placing Parts

 Use the place command to insert more parts.

 I’m using bearings to demonstrate axial constraining.



Placing Parts

 Click once to insert a bearing into the assembly.



Placing Parts

 Move the mouse, right click, and select “Ok” to exit.



Placing Parts

 You can duplicate parts through a copy-paste too.

 Click the bearing, press control+C, then press control+V.



Placing Parts

 This is useful if you need to replicate a multiple piece part within an 

assembly. By selecting multiple parts that are constrained together or have 

relationships to copy, you can save time (you won’t have to make the 

constraints over again).



Placing Parts

 Constraining curved faces with a mate command references the axis of the 

curve.

 Select the 0.500” Diameter curve on the bearing that would sit in the lage

hole in the Actobotics pattern.



Placing Parts

 Now select the inside of the large hole in the Actobotics pattern.

 Think about what you are telling the software, “I want this axis to be colinear 

with this axis” or “I want this part of the piece to go here”.



Placing Parts

 Select ”Apply”.

 In this instance Inventor stuck the flange inside the metal of the Actobotics

channel. I had to exit the constrain command, move the bearing out, and then 

continue. This may happen sometimes.



Placing Parts

 Now we can make the bearing flange touch the channel face.

 Use a mate constraint by selecting the inside face of the flange.



Placing Parts

 Now select the face of the channel.



Placing Parts

 Apply the constraint.

 The bearing now sits in the channel in CAD exactly as it would if you had simply 

placed it there with your bare hands.



Placing Parts

 Now we can work on a faster way to constrain the bearing now that we have 

the basics down: A Insert constraint.

 Change the constraint type to “Insert”.



Placing Parts

 Select the inside edge of the bearing flange.

 Everything above this will remain outside the insert.



Placing Parts

 Select the outside edge of the 0.500” hole.

 Everything below this edge will go into the insert.



Placing Parts

 One less constraint for the same result.

 Select “Ok”.



Placing Parts

 Let’s place more parts. 

 An axle this time.



Placing Parts

 Click to place the part.

 It’s okay if the part isn’t in the correct orientation when you place it. The 

constraining can take care of aligning it.



Placing Parts

 Right click and select “Ok” to finish placing the part.



Placing Parts

 Now we can constrain the axis the axle rotates on to the axis in the center 

of the bearing.

 First select the curved face of the axle.



Placing Parts

 Now the inside edge of one of the bearings…

 You don’t have to do this to both bearings since, by the nature of the Actobotics

channel, the bearings are colinear too.



Placing Parts

 Select “Apply”.

 We need to orient the axle along its axis now.



Placing Parts

 Now we can create a flush constraint so the axle won’t ‘slide’ through the 

bearings.

 Even if there is no geometry to constrain something to, the “Offset” tool 

can be used to get a part in the perfect position.



Placing Parts

 Select the end of the axle, then the side face of the channel.

 An offset is applied after the parameters for a constraint have been set, but 

before the constraint is applied.



Placing Parts

 Notice that after the second parameter has been set, the offset is 

highlighted.



Placing Parts

 Enter a desired value into the offset.

 Oh no! The axle is going the wrong way!

 Don’t worry.



Placing Parts

 Change the value of the offset to a negative.

 A negative offset will align the part in the opposite direction than a positive 

offset will.

 Click “apply”.



Placing Parts

 If you are adding a part that you’ve already used in the assembly, it’s more 

efficient to copy-paste the part.

 Select, then ctrl+C.



Placing Parts

 Ctrl+V.

 Constraining channels together is simply aligning them just like you would 

when building.



Placing Parts

 Open the constrain command.



Placing Parts

 Select the first edge, then a second.

 Pick two edges that would be in contact if you put the channels together.



Placing Parts

 Apply.

 Now we need to align the channel around the axis we just constrained.



Placing Parts

 Another type of constraint is the angular constraint.

 The third option gives you the most control for how the constraint should be 

made.



Placing Parts

 Select the end of the channel.

 Just follow the visual diagram.



Placing Parts

 Select the end of the other channel.



Placing Parts

 Select and axis for rotation. The one on the far side of the channel we used 

for the first constraint works. 

 Change the angle until the end of the channel rests on the top edge of the other 

one.



Placing Parts

 Apply.



Placing Parts

 Begin a flush constraint.

 Select the side face of one channel, then of the other.

 This will square the channels up to eachother.



Placing Parts

 Apply.



Placing Parts

 All done!

 You can always go back to any of the constraints you’ve made by clicking the 

dropdown for a part in the workflow.

 Used to edit which things are being constrained or modify offsets.



Thank you for following along!

 Hopefully this presentation will help you learn the basics of CAD design with 

AutoDesk Inventor. 

 The best way to improve upon your skills is to practice.

 Build a past years robot in CAD, model someone else’s robot, etc.

 Make parts, make them again using different tools.

 If you ever get stuck, AutoDesk has a ton of helpful information online. Just 

search your issue and include “Inventor” in the search quary.

Have a great rest of your day. - KNO3 Robotics Team 7203


